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ABSTRACT

While automated design methods based on model-driven design have produced enormous strides in efficiency and reduced lifecycle costs, human factors experts have traditionally performed separate but complementary analysis not accommodated by modeling tools. This paper describes a major effort funded by the U.S. Marine Corps to integrate human modeling into model-driven design. Example applications are to analyze the crew space in a vehicle, aircraft, tank, etc. for issues ranging from ability to accommodate individuals in a range of sizes, account for gear worn by warfighters, examine both static position and dynamic movement of human occupants, and identify safety issues.

We describe the Human Systems Integration (HSI) Engineering Analysis Tool, or HEAT. HEAT provides advice for engineers using material-design software on how their design choices affect HSI domains. While there are eight HSI domains—Environment, Habitability, Human Factors Engineering (HFE), Manpower, Personnel, Safety, Survivability, and Training—that HEAT’s design can accommodate, we discuss here our recent work on Human Factors Engineering, Survivability/Safety, and Habitability. HEAT is designed in a modular fashion to integrate with the U.S. Marine Corps (USMC) Framework for Assessing Cost and Technology (FACT). We present a scenario of use for HEAT illustrating the derivation of potential HSI risks for a crew space, and the use of HEAT to monitor and detect changes in the engineering model that are made to address another concern (corrosion), but inadvertently have an HSI impact.
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MOTIVATION

Systems that have a human component carry significant risk to the success of a program if Human Systems Integration (HSI) impacts are not detected and resolved as early as possible in the system lifecycle. Usability problems that are not exposed early enough to address in design changes can result in pain points of reduced human performance (e.g., due to fatigue or too many steps to load a weapon), higher training costs to teach non-intuitive procedures, and even loss of life. Currently the U.S. Marine Corps (USMC) lacks methods to consider HSI during engineering as they do other impacts (form factor, cost, safety, etc.). Consequently, the baseline approach for Department of Defense (DoD) acquisition programs in charge of bringing new systems from design to fielding is to use manual methods and/or niche tools that:

- Silo usability data in their own formats that lack traceability to design changes
- Do some evaluation late at the stage of test and evaluation (T&E), such as HSI expert evaluation or usability testing, when few program dollars remain to fix major usability issues
- Do not perform usability analysis at all (e.g., an attitude arising when a program reasons that if they have no money to fix problems, then why spend money identifying them)

This paper describes a system called the HSI Engineering Analysis Tool (HEAT), whose goal is to overcome the limitations above by integrating HSI analysis into design and development processes early and often throughout a program’s lifecycle. That integration is achieved by coupling HEAT to a modeling and simulation tool. The coupling of HSI analysis to modeling and simulation is a powerful combination because it allows HSI considerations to be evaluated and HSI risks to be identified in the earliest stages of design. Furthermore, it gives credibility to HSI experts participating in the early design phase so that they may influence fundamental system design decisions to benefit human users, rather than providing input later in the lifecycle when few options remain.

HEAT implements a set of algorithms to identify HSI impacts from a physical model (e.g., a CAD or SysML model containing geometric relationships between components). Examples include determining if a human of certain size, gender, limb length, etc. “fits” into a physical model of a crew space, and measuring if the field of vision of an operator allows viewing of all displays within parameters. We use guidelines and parameters from various standards such as MILSTD1472 revision G, ASTM 1166, and Section 508 for accessibility.

HEAT is intended to be integrated with a modeling tool used by engineers who may have little or no formal training in HSI. HEAT will then use the user interface style of the modeling tool, so that an engineer user does not have to learn how to use a second interface to access HEAT. Our vision of HEAT is to augment such modeling tools with an HSI “advisor” that transparently runs in the background, and alerts the engineer of the need to perform HSI checks. For model driven design tools, HEAT’s execution can be triggered by a change in a model. For example, if a physical component in the crew space is relocated, HEAT can recompute whether a human operator will still fit the space. This example is illustrated later in a sample scenario.

Furthermore, HEAT assists Engineers not trained in HSI methods to understand impacts of their design choices on HSI in simple terms to highlight when there is a risk and the source of the risk. Once a risk is identified, the Engineer will then know it is time to engage an HSI expert to apply human guidance that no machine can replace, and help the user address the risk. Therefore, a secondary goal of HEAT is to seamlessly integrate HSI experts into engineering teams via a “just in time” paradigm (e.g., upon discovery of a risk). One final goal is to apply lessons from incidents
(as serious as loss of life) in deployed systems to future designs, and alert users of new systems to the potential for those incidents to recur.

Application of HEAT to the USMC FACT System

The principles discussed above are illustrated in this paper, where we present an integrate of HEAT with a modeling tool developed by the USMC: the Framework Assessing Cost Technology (FACT) system. FACT was created to allow users to concurrently consider design trades and visualize a system’s potential expense alongside its performance, reliability, and other factors (Ender et al, 2015). Although FACT aids impact analysis for engineering, such as the impact on cost, it does not consider HSI impacts.

HEAT can help FACT users identify, pinpoint, track, and resolve HSI impacts early and throughout the engineering lifecycle as they use the FACT system. The benefits are to save acquisition program ownership costs and improve usability and safety for system operators.

OVERVIEW of HEAT

HEAT informs FACT users who are designing a system (e.g., a military vehicle) in near real time of how their design decisions impact humans. HEAT integrates human models (e.g., to overlay a physical model of a human next to a vehicle image in FACT’s Model Viewer), HEAT helps expert and non-expert users to trace design quality and potential risks across one or more of the eight HSI domains: Environment (e.g., shock, vibration, extreme temperatures, or pressurization), Habitability (e.g., workspace parameters, working conditions, personal space), Human Factors Engineering (HFE, including biometrics, ergonomics, and user-experience parameters), Manpower (e.g., workload type and demand parameters), Personnel (e.g., user types, skills, abilities), Safety (e.g., personnel and system safety along with security parameters), Survivability (e.g., escaping from harm, fatigue, stress), Training (e.g., type, frequency, and results parameters).

HEAT is designed to enable FACT users—who may know little about HSI—to identify HSI deficiencies, risks, and metrics for a wide variety of engineering systems across the DoD. HEAT uses model-based design. Each time an engineering model in FACT is updated, either in System Model (SysML) or a Computer Aided Design (CAD) model, HEAT traces from the engineering model to check HSI rules and detects HSI impacts, providing the following functionality:

1. HEAT serves as a constantly vigilant advisor that scrutinizes each change in the maturing design from a set of HSI rules and lessons learned. HEAT advises the designer when a design change adversely impacts HSI (e.g., design change has created a safety problem, will lead to poor ergonomics, will change the habitability of a crew space, etc.).

2. HEAT aids novice and expert users in detecting HSI risks (automatically or manually), collaboratively tracking and resolving these risks, reusing their knowledge for solutions to future problems, and adding to HEAT’s libraries to increase impact detection, which all work together to ensure reduction in HSI risk across USMC systems.

3. HEAT extends the model-based engineering approach underlying FACT to permit the HSI impact analysis in #2 above. Also, by leveraging models, HEAT is designed to integrate into FACT so that users see one unified system.

4. HEAT tailors its User Interface for ease of use depending on the role of the logged in user, specifically Engineer versus HSI Expert versus Program Manager. The roles are extensible. We have striven in the HEAT User Interface to explain results in layman’s terms so that the user need not be trained in HSI.

5. HEAT provides role-tailored functionality to manage HSI requirements, integrate and manipulate the human model with the system model, and visualize the scope and quality of HSI and its domains (e.g., Habitability, Safety, etc.).

HEAT also addresses needs stated by the DoD Modeling & Simulation (M&S) discipline. These include: “Improve the military operational effectiveness and suitability usage,” and “increase the quality, interoperability, and
supportability of fielded capabilities.” HEAT promotes data interoperability by tracing between HSI data artifacts and models in HEAT. It enables data to be understandable, which HEAT accomplishes by providing to users simply worded alerts of HSI problems, even for novice users that have no exposure to HSI. HEAT can support satisfaction of these goals through the creation of the HSI module, but more so through creation of highly usable interfaces, reuse of technology and functionality, presenting meaningful and usable data, and through various suggestions for enhancement to the existing FACT interfaces.

Summary of HEAT’s Capabilities

We summarize next the capabilities of a prototype version of HEAT that we have completed by means of the illustration in Figure 1. The yellow overlays in Figure 1 describe ways in which an Engineer, an HSI Expert, or a Program Owner can use FACT with the HEAT module to identify, track, and resolve HSI impacts.

SCENARIO OF USING HEAT

We discuss in detail next a scenario of using HEAT to analyze HSI impacts of variants of a model of an ACV with a Water Jet IR submodule. We consider the roles of an Engineer, who is doing the design and has limited experience with HSI, an HSI Tester who at one point in the scenario will be enlisted by the Engineer to conduct tests with end users/human subjects that are the Operators who would use the system once implemented and fielded. The scenario here can be conducted at an early stage in the systems engineering lifecycle when the first SysML or CAD models have been created that include human interface points and crew spaces.

Before the scenario below starts, a FACT user will have entered a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) for the system under design (tree structure on left of Figure 1), the requirements that the system must implement (which are associated with the WBS), and associated their SysML or CAD models with FACT. The starting point in our scenario is for the HEAT user to then identify which requirements are HSI related (e.g., crew space, gear worn by Operator) in the WBS.

In our scenario, we first evaluate if a given design variant, as is, satisfies HSI requirements. This will reveal that the angle of view of the Operator in the crew space must exceed HSI recommended angles (see bottom center of Figure 1).
1); a display is located too low in the crew space. Then we consider a situation in which an Engineer changes the design (bottom right of Figure 1). Specifically, the Engineer will also use a Corrosion Model in FACT, and due to a desire to protect certain parts of the system from corrosion will make a change in their geometry (e.g., changing the angle of a part to allow water to roll off rather than pool). At that point in the scenario, HEAT will, from monitoring changes to the SysML/CAD model, detect the change in part geometry and compute a collision model that will show that the part will impact the Operator’s helmet. Without HEAT this change may have been undetected until a late stage in the system lifecycle.

Capture HSI Requirements

The FACT system is strong on using requirements with traceability to designs. FACT imports vendor models that link requirements and their satisfaction criteria to those system components that realize the requirements. FACT’s ability to help users assess the impact of changes provides a foundation for HEAT to analyze the HSI impact of changes starting with requirements.

HEAT includes a library of keywords to help identify which requirements are HSI-related and to which HSI domain they belong. Users can add keywords to this library to help capture more requirements as FACT and HEAT mature. Once requirements are tagged as HSI, the normal FACT process of defining them as parameters ensues using screens already provided by FACT.

With parameters defined, user-entered values per HSI parameter can be compared against their accepted criteria (e.g., acceptable values or ranges of values). Each HSI requirement that a user can document as being satisfied (i.e., meeting the criteria) in HEAT will reduce the overall risk to HSI for a design.

Figure 2 illustrates a main user interface for HEAT that will be discussed throughout the scenario below. The content by Circle #1 illustrates system components that have one or more HSI requirements traced to them using a small blue icon of a person. (The blue icons are to the left of various lines in the tree view in the panel by #1, such as “Turret Assembly IR” and “Vehicle System Software IR.”) Viewing system components is controlled through a toggle checkbox at the top of the WBS pane. As requirements become satisfied, the color of the icon changes to green.

A WBS could be quite long when expanded, depending on the complexity of the system and the degree to which the system has been decomposed. Furthermore, users looking to consider HSI impacts in their design may have a specific
goal in mind, such as user safety. Therefore, the user interface (Circle #2 in Figure 2) provides an ability to search through the WBS and find parts using keywords and partial text matching.

**Incorporating a Human Model**

The FACT system has a capability to import models of a system under design (e.g., an amphibious vehicle), such as SysML or a CAD model. HEAT augments FACT with an ability to superimpose a model of a human into such models, if the models specify size and geometry, because HSI is concerned with the physical arrangement and dimensions of controls, crew spaces, etc. HEAT augments the visualization capability of FACT, as shown in #7 of Figure 2 to reveal human/machine collisions. By “collision” we mean that the physical volume of space required for a human Operator and their gear intersects some part of the physical components of the system under design; in layman’s term the Operator “doesn’t fit.” For the Operator to “fit,” the operator and gear cannot intersect with any of the system’s components. The HEAT user can also apply the viewing pane capabilities in FACT such as zoom, pan, wireframe mode, and a distance measuring tool.

To implement this superposition of a human model in the SysML/CAD design, HEAT provides an open application programming interface (API) to connect to a human modeling tool (or HMT). The use of an open API continues the approach used in FACT of allowing 3rd party tool integration. Some examples are Jack (Siemens), Human Builder (CAD/CATIA), and Santos Pro (by Santos Human Inc.). We have found Jack to be the most capable. HEAT is agnostic to the HMT used. HEAT uses the API to import a 3D model of a human of specified proportions. The user can define the gender, size (e.g., 5th percentile, or 95th percentile), and pose of the human model within the HMT. HEAT also imports human attributes such as reach envelopes, joint movement, gear that is worn, etc.

Figure 3 illustrates the design for interfacing with an HMT. The FACT tool with HEAT is in the center and is capable of exporting some dimension information in several formats (e.g., JT (Jupiter Tessellation), CAD, SysML. The user of the HMT (left of Figure 3) then creates a human model with appropriate pose and scale for the model. HEAT will then import the resulting HMT files and display the intersection with the system under design in a FACT integrated visualization in the viewer (right of Figure 3).

![Figure 3: Interface Between HEAT and HMT to Derive Human Geometry for Viewer](image)

**Engineer Manipulates HSI Parameters and the Human Model**

The existing FACT system on which HEAT is built supports the review and entry of system parameter values for an engineering model being designed. HEAT leverages this existing functionality and enhances it for the purposes of viewing and entering values for HSI parameters. The content shown around #4 in Figure 2 is an example of an HSI parameter that was defined from an HSI requirement tagged by HEAT in the Water Jet System IR subsystem. The Engineer can use the slider just like for system parameters, such as the first parameter shown.

When entered values meet the criteria set by the underlying requirements, HSI is satisfied for the related parameters, and as shown in the content around #5 in Figure 2, the number of parameters satisfied increases. When entered values do not meet the criteria, exemplified by the bottom-most parameter shown, it creates an HSI risk that is detected automatically by HEAT (and logged in an HSI Risk Repository that HEAT provides); the number of HSI risks being tracked as ‘1’ within a red circle at the right of the Human Factors Engineering domain. Also note that the color of the HSI person icons change in the WBS and the parameter panes (green is satisfied, red is unsatisfied).
HEAT keeps track of the HSI parameters for a design because of the requirements tagging and definition process. Thus, the summary of HSI at the top right of Figure 2 (see #5) is a status of, at least in this example, all 9 HFE parameters even though only 2 of them pertain to the Water Jet System IR. Users can hover over the parameter tracker ( ) to see a synopsis of all 9 parameters (2 of which have been entered in this example). Three HSI domains shown at the right in Figure 2 (Habitability, Human Systems Engineering, and Safety) were relevant to the example. Other designs analyzed in FACT may have all eight domains, some may have fewer; it just depends on which domains are applicable to the requirements set specific to each design variant.

We are investigating an enhancement to the parameters pane: confidence level. Each parameter, whether a system or HSI parameter, should support the selection of how confident the user is in the values they have entered. This is particularly important when values have been estimated, when the values that have been entered are predicted, and/or when users are entering values for parameters that they do not have expertise in. The selection of confidence could be skipped, but if used, a simple selection can be made by the user from a dropdown of three choices: Low, Medium, or High. Since confidence itself is subjective, so too are the choices. In other words, each user determines how confident they are in the values based upon how they derived each parameter’s value. A Program Manager can use overall confidence scores to help them evaluate designs, which may otherwise be very similar.

**Adding HSI Parameters to Increase the Fidelity of HSI Impact Detection**

If vendor requirements do not include HSI requirements or their requirements are not detailed sufficiently (i.e., too high level), HEAT includes a library of 92 pre-defined HSI requirements applicable to any type of system and Operator. The parameter noted by #6 in Figure 2 (Visual Angle of Controls) is an example of such a parameter.

Users can add requirements from a control widget provided for each parameter; the resulting dialog is shown in Figure 4. The Engineer (or any user) can search through this HEAT library and select relevant requirements (e.g., visibility of controls to an operator) to be added to the currently selected system component.

These HSI requirements are treated just like system requirements (enter values, satisfy thresholds, see impacts) because they come with meta-data for everything needed to create the parameters, to add it into the existing FACT interface dynamically, and to present default values if desired. The HSI requirements in HEAT were created by HSI experts on our team and are based upon military standards such as MILSTD1472 revision G (Department of Defense, 2012), ASTM 1166 (ASTM, 2013), Section 508 (General Services Administration, 2017), and commercial standards such as best web design practices. This has created a wide range of relevant HSI requirements in HEAT applicable across hardware, software, users, environments, processes, and operational contexts.

**Using the Human Model and Modeling Tools to get Parameter Values**

Selecting any of the Human Model children in the WBS pane opens a control panel over the FACT SysML/CAD viewer with options such as taking distance measurements, changing the human model’s gender, adding gear, and so forth. By using these tools on the integrated human/system model, experts and non-experts alike can derive values to enter into HSI parameters. Figure 2, at #7, illustrates that the Engineer turned on a vision cone to help find the angle to the bottom-most controls in front of the operator, and evaluate if it satisfies the aforementioned requirement for visual angle of control. In Figure 2 the yellow cone at the bottom displays an angle of 0 to 20 degrees. Thus, HEAT
displays a message (Figure 2, above #6) “Parameter is outside of recommended range” because the recommendation is -15 to 15 degrees.

Engineer Requests User Test to Check HSI

One goal of HEAT (Figure 5) is to foster closer collaboration between Engineers designing systems and HSI Experts. Therefore, HEAT provides an icon for each parameter ( , at #6 in Figure 2) which when clicked will request that a qualified HSI Tester perform a user test with real end users. HEAT provides to HSI Testers the user interface shown in Figure 5 to display a queue of requested tests. Any FACT user can access the interface in Figure 5 to view the status of test requests. Also, the Engineer requesting the test has authority to decide, via the drop down menu in the lower right of Figure 5, if feedback from the tests conducted should be deleted (e.g., if no longer relevant to the design), ignored for the time being, or included/add the feedback into the program/design variant for the purposes of HSI impact detection.

The goal of a test might be used to measure end user satisfaction, meaningfulness, cognitive loading, task timing, etc. End-user testing also helps to identify HSI impacts, to check that HSI impacts have been mitigated/resolved, provides insight to the severity of HSI impacts, and most importantly gets HSI values that cannot be determined with another method. When requested to perform a test, the HSI Tester can use whatever test article is available to them (e.g., a visualization of the system under design using FACT’s CAD/SysML model, a cognitive walkthrough of the design, wireframe models, a mockup, prototype).

Detecting Design Changes and Updating HSI Impacts

During the design process, users may be collaborating, and the existing FACT communication panel provides a method to be informed of changes and for discussions between users. This is an area that HEAT leverages to inform users of changes that might have an HSI impact and provides a vehicle to do something about it.

For example, a user makes a change to the geometry of the cockpit because they are attending to a requirement or issue related to, say, corrosion. Since system models of FACT (i.e., Corrosion and HSI models) can share data, a geometry change to the cockpit design that an Engineer makes to address corrosion (e.g., relocating a model part) can be detected by HEAT and flagged as a potential impact on a habitable space. FACT has a middle layer that supports custom code writing (used in the past for logging and authentication) that HEAT could use to ‘listen’ for and pick up HSI-related changes.

The message #1 in Figure 6 is a communication sent by the FACT/HEAT system describing what change occurred and asking the user if they want to run collision detection, which would detect collisions between the human and system model based upon this geometry change.

The user can run the collision detection, and HEAT will present the user with a dialog box (Figure 6 #2) to show the progress and report (#3) if any collisions were found. In Figure 6 a collision was detected: “HEAT detected collision between system model and human model of the Hull Frame Structure IR.” The user can then elect (via checkboxes) (#3) to log the collision as an HSI risk and to use the integrated system + human model produced to show the impacts in the SysML/CAD viewer.
Figure 7 illustrates the result of clicking both checkboxes in the dialog box and closing it. Comparing Figure 7 to Figure 2 earlier, one change is at the grey circle A, where a honeycomb-shaped hull frame bracket is now present (this is the part whose geometry was changed based on the corrosion model). The hull frame part now intersects with the operator’s head. The second change (grey circle B) is for the number of risks for the design increase reflecting the user’s choice to log the impact as a new HSI risk; the change is from 0 to 1 open risks in the Habitability domain.

Summarizing HSI Impacts across Different Design Variants

Figure 8 illustrates how HEAT augments an existing FACT display for comparing design variants with an assessment of how well the design satisfies HSI requirements. The green, blue, and gold regions show three design variants for an ACV.

The FACT system provides comparison of design variants by rolling up system parameters into impact subgroups. Similarly, HEAT groups all HSI parameters, whether they arose from vendor HSI requirements or from HSI requirements added from HEAT’s library, by HSI domain. In Figure 8...
the domains shown are Habitability, Human Factors Engineering, and Safety; see the grey circled number 1. HEAT rolls up HSI parameters into HSI impact sub-groups too, to indicate for each design variant if the requirements are satisfied, unsatisfied, or (grey circled 2) if the data collected so far is insufficient to determine if requirements are satisfied or unsatisfied. In terms of scoring, the adjective “unsatisfied” is displayed if one or more parameters within a given HSI domain do not meet the criteria laid out in their underlying requirements.

ONGOING WORK TOWARD FULL HEAT SYSTEM

Our team is continuing to work collaboratively with the USMC to develop a fully functional version of HEAT, building upon the prototype discussed in this paper. Our prototype was developed based on FACT versions 1.7 and 2.1, and there are now newer versions of FACT. Our team, in building a full version of HEAT, is working with the FACT team to leverage the updated FACT’s more robust tradespace computations and analysis. HEAT’s data and computations will be inputs to FACT’s calculations reflecting HSI impacts to design factors such as cost, performance, and schedule.

We have encountered some challenges that transcend the FACT and HEAT systems. One is to identify what parts of a SysML or CAD model are human related because engineering designs normally do not flag those parts; we are developing visual means (e.g., for the user to designate where the boundaries are of the crew space). Another challenge is to identify efficient collision algorithms which will allow HEAT to generate an ensemble of human models (e.g., male and female, ranging from 5th to 95th percentile) from a single posed model, and alert the user to a collision for any model in the ensemble. Example algorithms we are considering are (Li, 1988) and (Yoon et al, 2004). One final challenge is the wide variety of formats for SysML and CAD models. An effort in the modeling and simulation community to agree on a small number of standards would simplify the construction of tools such as FACT and HEAT.

ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

We list several alternative approaches, and why HEAT has advantages.

Cognitive models: Cognitive modeling is a big deal currently and it can be quite powerful in approximating human behaviors, such as decision making, task progression, and timing. The major drawback is needing a set of real observed/measured behaviors to either build from or test against in order to evaluate and predict HSI. Additionally, cognitive/mental models are most effective for simulating and evaluating behaviors similar to the behaviors that fed or tested the model, but attempting to apply the model outside of these behaviors greatly reduces the validity and accuracy of the model. Those in the HSI field recognize this shortcoming, and to compensate for this, some cognitive models use combinations of multiple individual models (e.g., a model for operator detection of enemy aircraft + a

---

![Figure 8: HEAT Design Comparison Screen Showing with HSI Impacts](image)

---
model for response to a threat type), but this takes a lot of time and repetition to prove accuracy. The cost in time, money, and computing resources necessary for development of these models is high. Cognitive models simply are not practical, extensible, cost-effective, or reusable and thus not fit for the customer’s desired solution.

Commercial/private HSI products: Some are practical, extensible, and can be cost-effective, but suffer from licensing, development/repurposing, and integration restrictions. Of the most relevant tools, many fell short by being too manual in nature, unsupportive of different user types, too expensive, having their own dedicated look and feel already, or having limited or non-existent developer toolsets to integrate them effectively into FACT. In addition, the toolsets we looked at such as RAMSIS or DELMIA did not provide HSI impact analysis beyond focuses on ergonomics analysis (most common) or certain vehicle types, and were not flexible enough to meet USMC needs.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We constructed an analytical model of the relative costs of finding HSI impacts at different stages in the lifecycle of designing systems, and examined data from our own organizational projects (e.g., to design, develop, test, and deploy hardware/software for the Littoral Combat Ships). From that we found that HEAT can enable a 10x savings on solving HSI related issues by finding impacts early in the lifecycle, versus later in test and evaluation. In fact, we believe the savings will be much more than 10x for complex systems such as vehicles. We also estimate a 60% reduction in time anticipated to find HSI impacts with HEAT versus using distributed tools and manual processes.
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